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NOTE: To ensure the greatest possible performance, reliability, and safety,
thoroughly read this manual before using your Auto-Cocker.
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Introduction Exit

Congratulations on your purchase of a wOrr Game Products, Inc. Sniper II
Auto-Cocker. This gun was manufactured from the highest quality aluminum, brass
and rust resistant stainless steel. Before leaving the factory, your Auto-Cocker was
thoroughly inspected and test fired to ensure years of reliable, trouble free service.
You own the finest auto-cocker paintball gun on the market today.

Please remember this gun is not a toy, and it is capable of inflicting serious injury to
people and animals if not used properly. Most gun accidents happen because the
shooter carelessly violates the most important rules of safety. Prior to loading and
firing the gun, always make sure that all people within the range of the gun (including
yourself) are wearing approved eye and head protection. Always insert the barrel
plug when not on the playing field.

This gun is not a toy and must be kept out of the reach of children.

CAUTION: DO NOT OPERATE THIS GUN WITHOUT PROPER EYE
PROTECTION. DO NOT PUT ANY PART OF YOUR BODY DIRECTLY IN BACK OF
THE COCKING BLOCK WHEN YOU ACTIVATE THE TRIGGER. WHEN THE
COCKING BLOCK IS IN THE REARWARD POSITION, DO NOT PLACE ANYTHING
BETWEEN THE COCKING BLOCK AND THE MAIN BODY. FAILURE TO FOLLOW
THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO THE GUN AND POSSIBLE
GRIEVOUS INJURY TO THE OPERATOR.
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Basic Operation Exit

The Auto-Cocker fires from a closed bolt. The cocking system only activates during
the last half of the trigger pull. The final portion activates a three-way valve that
allows C02 to enter the front side of the ram. This in turn pushes the cocking block
backward approximately 1" and moves the bolt and cocking rod backwards. At this
time the hammer latches and a paintball drops into the breech.

The bolt and cocking assembly remains in the rearward position until you release the
trigger, reversing the three-way valve. This vents the C02 from the front of the ram
and routes C02 to the rear of the ram. The cylinder then pulls the cocking block and
bolt into the forward position. The gun is now ready to fire.

The first half of the next trigger pull releases the hammer, firing the gun, and the
second half of the pull repeats the above steps.

NOTE: This gun will not shoot liquid C02. Do not use a siphon tube bottle or mount
the bottle so liquid enters the gun (e.g., Bottom Line). You must have these styles of
mounting equipped with an anti-siphon device in the C02 cylinder prior to use.
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Adjustment Exit

NOTE: Always make sure you, and everyone around you, wears proper
eye protection when you adjust the gun or check for paintballs in the gun.
If you are not certain of your skills, have any adjustments performed by a
qualified technician. Any damage caused by improper adjustment is not
covered under the warranty.

Your Auto-Cocker was thoroughly inspected and test fired at the factory and should
only require verifying the velocity adjustment before use. However, after extended
use and under varying conditions, your Auto-Cocker may require some adjustment.

Before making any adjustments to your Auto-Cocker check the barrel to make sure
there are no paintballs inside. You can do this in one of two ways. The first method is
to remove the barrel from the gun and look in it. The second method is to remove the
bolt from the gun, force a cleaning rod through the cocking block towards the front of
the gun, then remove the cleaning rod and insert the bolt.

Once you are certain that there are no paintballs in the gun and feeder system, and
you have proper eye protection on, you are ready to make your adjustments. Refer to
the illustration on pages 12-13 and the appropriate section of this manual while
adjusting your Auto-Cocker.
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Adjustment: Velocity Exit

To adjust the Auto-Cocker's velocity:
Remove the cocking rod (located at the rear of the gun).1.  
Insert a 3/16" allen wrench until it engages the adjusting screw.2.  
Turn the wrench clockwise to increase the velocity, or counterclockwise to
decrease the velocity.

3.  

Turning the wrench one flat at a time changes the velocity approximately 20
fps. Always use a chronograph to verify that your gun's velocity has not
exceeded the maximum safety limit of 300 fps.

4.  

NOTE: The velocity is not controlled by the pressure regulator in the
foregrip.
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Adjustment: Auto-Cocker Timing Exit

Measure the height of the sear above the top of the trigger frame using the
highest point as the reference (measurement "A").

1.  

Subtract 0.075 from the "A" measurement to get a result "B".2.  
The new "B" number is the depth to set the 10-32 Allen screw that is screwed
into the hammer, through the slot on the bottom side of the gun body. This
measurement is taken from the bottom of the body to the top of the 10-32
screw.
Note : If the screw needs to be shortened, do not grind the exposed end.
Remove the screw and grind the tapered end.

3.  

EXAMPLE: If A = 0.125 , then 0.125 - 0.075 = 0.050 which is "B"
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Adjustment: Bolt/Cocking Rod Exit

Two things affect the bolt backward travel:
The cocking block to ram adjustment.●   

The cocking rod adjustment.●   

To check the ram adjustment, remove the cocking rod, pull the cocking block
backward until it stops, and look down the feed tube to see if the bolt tip has cleared
the feed tube hole. If it does not clear the hole, refer to the Cocking Block/Ram
Adjustment section of this manual. If the bolt does clear the hole, the cocking rod
requires no further adjustment. To adjust the cocking rod, perform the following
steps:

Along with the standard precautions, make sure there is no C02 in the gun.1.  
Remove the cocking rod and the bumper. Unscrew the knob from the rod. We
use Loctite at the factory, so removal may be difficult. Clean the threads on
the end of the rod so that the knob screws onto the rod freely.

2.  

Put a drop of Loctite in the knob threads (Do not put Loctite on the threads
that go into the gun.). Then screw the knob onto the rod, slide the bumper
onto the rod, and insert the rod into the gun. Thread the rod into the hammer,
and then pull back on the knob to cock the gun. Now pull back on the cocking
block until it makes contact with the bumper. Look down the feed tube to see if
the bolt clears the hole. If it doesn't, rotate the knob (not the rod)
counterclockwise until the bolt clears the feed tube. Allow at least 30 minutes
for the Loctite to dry.

3.  

Adjustment is now complete.4.  
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Adjustment: Cocking Block/Ram Exit

Make sure the barrel plug is installed and the gun does not have a paintball in
the barrel or a feeder on the gun.

1.  

Remove the bolt and the cocking rod from the gun. Loosen the cocking block
by turning the block counterclockwise on its rod.

2.  

When you pressurize the system the ram should retract completely (pulling the
block forward). At this time there should be a gap between the cocking block
and the main body.

3.  

Rotate the cocking block clockwise until it touches the main body of the gun.
Continue rotating the cocking block until the large hole in the cocking block
lines up with the large hole in the main body.

4.  

Install the bolt and cocking rod, and your adjustment is complete.5.  
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Adjustment: Three-Way Valve Coupling Exit

NOTE: The three-way valve actuating rod should never need adjustment
unless the rod is removed. Never remove the rod unless there is a
problem with the air receiver or the three-way valve.

If the trigger assembly needs removal, remove the two retaining screws and slide the
trigger frame to the left side. This will prevent having to remove the actuating rod
from the three-way valve.

In the event the rod requires adjusting, follow these steps:
Make sure the barrel plug is installed and the gun does not have a paintball in
the barrel or a feeder on the gun.

1.  

There are two set screws on the coupling.Loosen the set screw closest to the
trigger.

2.  

Slide the coupling forward until it stops. DO NOT FORCE IT.3.  
Slide the rod forward in the trigger frame, making sure the trigger is forward.4.  
Now tighten the rear 6-32 set screw.5.  
Test fire the gun, slowly moving the trigger backwards until the gun fires. The
gun should fire prior to the bolt moving backwards. If it fires properly, no more
adjustment is required. If the bolt retracts before firing, refer to Auto-Cocker
Timing on page 6.

6.  
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Auto-Cocker Illustration Exit

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Barrel
Ram Rear End Cap
Bumpers
Piston
Piston Rod
Ram Front End Cap
Low Pressure Hoses
Sledgehammer Regulator
Low Pressure End Cap
Piston and "O" Ring
Sledgehammer Main Spring
Adjuster Nut with Seal
CO2Receiver
Trigger
Safety

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Trigger Return Spring
Sear Retaining Pin
Under Sear Spring
Trigger Frame
Valve Spring
Exhaust Valve & Guide Assembly
Hammer
Main Spring
Pump Rod
Cocking Block
Cocking Rod and Knob
Bolt Retaining Pin and Ring
Bolt
Bolt "O" Rings
Pump Rod
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Maintenance: Cleaning the Gun Exit

NOTE: Always make sure you, and everyone around you, wears proper
eye protection when you clean the gun or check for paintballs in the gun.

It isn't necessary to completely disassemble your gun to clean it.
Remove the air source, barrel, and bolt and wash down the gun with a 50/50
solution of rubbing alcohol and water.

1.  

Wipe down the gun with a clean cloth, or blow off the gun with compressed air.2.  
Lubricate the threads and all moving parts with Vaseline, then re-assemble.3.  

This is all that you should need to do to clean your gun.
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Maintenance: Lubricating the Auto-Cocker Exit

NOTE: Do not use synthetic based oil or any lubrication other than 10
weight or lighter oil. (3 in 1 or sewing machine oil is recommended.) USE
OF ANY OTHER LUBRICANT VOIDS YOUR WARRANTY AND YOU
BECOME RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL REPAIR COSTS.

Remove the C02 source.1.  
The lubricant ensures that the regulator, ram and three-way valve operate
smoothly.

2.  

Place six (6) drops (NO MORE THAN SIX DROPS!) in the air receiver every
three or four bottles of C02.

3.  
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Maintenance: Hose Replacement Exit

To replace the hose, follow these steps:
Along with proper eye protection, make sure there is no C02 in the gun.1.  
Slide the brass clamp and spring away from the end of the hose. Remove the
hose from the fitting. Cutting the hose is usually required.

2.  

Remove any pieces of hose left behind on the fitting.3.  
Cut the new hose to length with a razor blade or wire cutters.4.  
Slide the clamp and spring on to the new hose with the shoulder end of the
clamp towards the end of the hose.

5.  

Place the hose over the fitting and push until it is fully seated. Then force the
hose clamp down over the hose. Do not crimp the hose clamp.

6.  

Slide the spring down over the exposed hose next to the clamp.7.  
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Trouble Shooting: Exit

NOTE: All repairs and adjustments should be made by a
qualified technician. Do not attempt to perform any factory only
repairs; you must send the gun to the factory or an authorized
repair center. Any damage caused by improper adjustment or
repair is not covered by the warranty. Call Worr Game Products
for further information.

Gun won't fire after left in sun
or hot place with bottle
attached.

●   Bottle pressure exceeds 1100 PSI
and won't allow exhaust valve to
open. Remove bottle from gun to
allow excess CO2 to escape.

1.  

Gun won't fire properly after
removing and replacing bolt.

●   Bolt installed upside down.
Remove bolt. Re-install after
rotating 180 degrees.

1.  

Gun won’t fire when trigger is
pulled.

●   Low on C02. Fill Bottle.1.  
C02 pressure too high. Remove
and then reinstall bottle.

2.  

Hammer cocking lug loose.
Tighten or adjust lug.

3.  

Three way valve improperly
adjusted. Adjust three-way valve.

4.  

Damaged ram. Replace ram.5.  

Gun won't cock.●   Pressure too low. Fill bottle or
adjust regulator.

1.  

Hammer cocking lug out of
adjustment. See Adjustment:
Auto-Cocker Timing.

2.  

When gun is cocked it takes
very little trigger-pull to fire
the gun.

●   Hammer cocking lug is out of
adjustment. See Adjustment:
Auto-Cocker Timing.

1.  
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Gun will not cock. Backblock
comes back far enough, but
cocking rod will follow block
back forward. Cocks every
other time or less.

●   Not enough of the timing lug is
covering the sear. This causes the
lug to ride over the sear instead of
catching every time.

1.  

Check and make sure sear is not
worn away where lug comes in
contact with it.

2.  

Check sear spring for length. It
should ride smooth at trigger frame
on both sides allowing smooth
function up and down.

3.  

Velocity adjustment set too high.4.  

Chops Paintballs.●   Cocking block or rod out of
adjustment. Adjust rod or cocking
block.

1.  

Air receiver on the gun is
loose or leaking.

●   Retaining screw loose or
damaged. Factory only! Do not
attempt to repair!

1.  

Barrel hard to install or
remove.

●   Semi-block mis-aligned. Align
semi-block at front of gun.

1.  

Threads damaged. Factory only.2.  

Trigger screws stripped.●   Over tightening. Factory only.1.  

Gun shoots too low in winter.●   When ambient temperature drops
below 30 degrees F, bottle
pressure also drops to below 500
PSI and velocity drops accordingly.
Live with it. DO NOT HEAT THE
BOTTLE. This may cause serious
injury to yourself or others.

1.  

Hose blows off.●   Regulator pressure too high.
Factory only!

1.  

Leaking C02 between tank
valve and gun air receiver.

●   Bad valve o-ring. Replace valve
o-ring. This is the external o-ring at
the top of the valve.

1.  

Leaks C02 between bottle
neck and bottle valve.

●   Loose valve. DO NOT CONTINUE
LOOSENING THE BOTTLE! Fire
the gun and push on the cocking
rod to dump all the C02 out of the
bottle before removing it from the
gun. Send bottle and valve to
factory for repair. DO NOT
ATTEMPT TO RE MOVE THE
VALVE. DO NOT REPAIR OR
USE THE BOTTLE.

1.  
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Breaks paint in feed tube or
hopper. Also has blow back.

●   Timing is off. Too much timing lug
covering the sear. This causes
hammer to fall late in cycle so that
the backblock catches some of the
energy of the hammer as it comes
back, before hammer strikes the
valve. Set timing. See Adjustment:
Auto-Cocker Timing.

1.  

Velocity varies widely from
shot to shot.

●   Cocking rod is bent or dragging.
Replace cocking rod.

1.  

Exhaust valve cupped or spring
weak.

2.  

Replace exhaust valve or spring.3.  
Shooting liquid. Alter mounting of
bottle. Do not use siphon tube.

4.  

Low velocity.●   Improper Adjustment. Adjust
velocity.

1.  

Velocity drops and unable to
turn it up.

●   See previous paragraph. If
paragraph above is not the
solution, there may be a bad
exhaust valve. Remove and
replace as required. A dent pushed
into seal material by valve guide
seat will cause gas to flow less
efficiently.

1.  

Bent cocking rod.2.  
Check gas source.3.  
Dirt or gummy grease in body of
hammer area.

4.  

Gas supply too cold.5.  
Paint rolling down the barrel.6.  
Too much gas pressure in valve
chamber. Over 950# will
sometimes cause a drop in velocity
or with pressure high enough
malfunctions the valve.

7.  

No gas pressure.8.  
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Balls shoot only a few feet
out of the barrel.

●   Velocity set too low. If so, turn it
up!

1.  

Bolt upside down.2.  
Low gas pressure.3.  
Badly worn and feathered exhaust
valve seat.

4.  

Valve too tight in receiver, shutting
off C02; turn 1/4
counter-clockwise.

5.  

Barrel wrong size for paintballs;
too small or large. Change barrel.

6.  

Gas leaks down barrel.●   Remove exhaust valve, guide, and
valve spring. Check and replace as
required. When removing the
above, be alert for a loose retainer
nut or bad "O" ring. Also, check for
foreign material on seal material
and/or damage caused by material
as it passed through the valve.

1.  

Hammer spring too heavy pushing
valve open when not gassed up.

2.  

Exhaust valve spring too light.
Change to stock spring.

3.  

Gun fires and block comes
back but won't go completely
forward; locks approximately
halfway.

●   Check and ensure that pressure to
3-way valve is not too high.

1.  

Liquid C02 could be escaping into
cocking system valves.

2.  

"O" ring may be hanging up in 3
-way valve.

3.  

Weak return spring in trigger
assembly.

4.  

Loose 6-32 set screw in 3-way
assembly.

5.  

Bent 3-way stem or accuating rod.6.  
Piece of paintball caught between
bolt and body at feed tube.

7.  
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Bolt does not clear feed tube
when the trigger is pulled.

●   Ensure cocking rod is long
enough.

1.  

Backblock may be threaded too far
onto pump rod, this makes ram
stroke shorter as the block is
treaded pass the point of first
contact with main body.

2.  

Regulator pressure may be too
low. If bolt can be opened by hand,
pressure may be too low.

3.  

Velocity turned in too far, allowing
main spring to be compressed too
much.

4.  

Ensure 3-way coupler is adjusted
so that the trigger moves the valve
the full range of valve. [Completely
forward when trigger is forward.]

5.  

The ram could be defective or
worn out, not working smoothly.
Repair or replace.

6.  

Gun sounds like it fires twice
with one trigger pull. Double
hit.

●   With some soft after market main
springs, the hammer will bounce
and hit the valve twice.

1.  

Also, most after market quick, soft
springs will open the valve if the
cocking lug does not catch on the
sear which allows the hammer
cocking rod assembly to come
forward with the backblock.

2.  

Gun cycles slowly.●   Low pressure from regulator.
Adjust or rebuild. Factory only!

1.  

Three-way valve not being opened
all the way by trigger pull. Adjust
coupler to 3-way stem all the way
forward.

2.  

Bad ram. Replace or rebuild the
ram. Factory only!

3.  

Regulator not maintaining pressure
during cycling. Low tank pressure.

4.  

Bent pump rod or cocking rod.5.  
Check bolt for too much
friction/drag.

6.  

Check for part of the paintball
stuck between bolt and body.

7.  

Plastic bolts sometimes swell up
causing bolt to hang up in
backblock/body.

8.  
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Gas leaks out either front or
rear of the 3-way valve.

●   One or both 3-way shaft "O" rings
leaking. Change 3-way shaft "O"
rings.

1.  

If leak is at the rear but moves to
the front of 3-way when the trigger
is pulled, you could have a leaking
ram piston "O" ring. Factory only!

2.  

Hose/hoses leak.●   Change hose/hoses and
clamps.[See Maintenance: Hose
Replacement.]

1.  

Ram leaks at cup seal.●   Change seal, checking piston rod
for nicks, bends, etc.

1.  

Sledgehammer leaks at
bleed hole.

●   Rebuild regulator with new seals.
Factory only!

1.  

3-way leaks at rear then
switches forward when
trigger is pulled. Continues
even after new "O" rings
have been installed on 3-way
shaft.

●   Rebuild ram and check area where
piston ring travels (urethane "O"
ring) for scratches. A double check
before removing ram is to remove
front hose and check barb fitting
with soapy water. A bubble is an
indication that ram piston "O" ring
is leaking. Factory only!

1.  
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